June 9, 2022

The Honorable Carolyn B. Maloney  
Chairwoman, House Committee on Oversight and Reform  
2157 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairwoman Maloney,

We are writing today with regards to recent reports that the Office of Federal Student Aid secretely shared Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of an unknown number of federal student aid applicants with Meta and, more specifically, Facebook.

According to an April 28 news article co-published by Chalkbeat and The Markup, a string of website programming code, known as the Facebook Pixel, has collected personal data from an unknown number of applicants and potential applicants and sent that information to Facebook.\(^1\)

Meta’s website says the Facebook Pixel is "a piece of code that you put on your website that allows you to measure the effectiveness of your advertising by understanding the actions people take on your website.\(^2\)

When asked about the potential privacy vulnerability, Office of Federal Student Aid Chief Operating Officer Richard Cordray said that the Department of Education changed their tracking settings for a March 2022 advertising campaign, which “inadvertently caused some StudentAid.gov user information that falls outside of FSA’s normal collection efforts, such as a user’s first and last name, to be tracked.”\(^3\) However, the article claims the data collection started earlier and went beyond first and last name, including “first name, last name, country, phone number, and email address[es] being sent to Facebook from the site as early as January 2022, months before the mentioned advertising campaign began.”\(^4\)

It is gravely concerning that the use of this data beyond collection is not closely monitored, tracked, or regulated. In fact, allowing advertisers access to Personally Identifiable Information opens users to potential data breaches and creates new privacy vulnerabilities. According to a 2018 report, “the inclusion of PII-based targeting opens up new privacy leaks in advertising platforms.”\(^5\)

---
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Moreover, Meta allows advertisers to parse and upload their own PII to compare against Facebook user data to assist in ad targeting. This is especially troubling as it relates to targeted advertising efforts that may be launched by predatory colleges with a history of employing deceptive and unscrupulous marketing practices to lure students to enroll.

Facebook has a controversial history regarding user data privacy and their lenient and obscure targeted advertising policies are not new to government scrutiny. As recently as May 12, media reports indicate Facebook continues to allow advertisers to reach — or exclude — hyper-targeted demographic groups by identifiers such as race, religion, and sexual orientation. The lax accountability and oversight surrounding these policies has also enabled predatory advertisers to use Americans’ personal information for discriminatory advertising campaigns that may violate civil rights and consumer protection laws. For example, a 2019 report showed that Facebook’s algorithm was preventing women from seeing some job advertisements. The company has also faced intense scrutiny for allowing advertisers to discriminate against protected classes when advertising for housing and credit.

The for-profit college industry has a similarly controversial history with discriminatory and predatory advertising practices. As recently as October 2021, the Federal Trade Commission has warned dozens of for-profit colleges and universities about predatory advertising practices, including false and misleading claims aimed at ensnaring students in high-cost, low-quality programs. In many cases, students end up shouldering the burden of unnecessary debt while higher ed profitiers line their pockets.

Student Defense recently filed a class action lawsuit against Walden University — a Minnesota-based, online for-profit college — on grounds that the school unfairly targeted Black and women students with deceptive advertising. As alleged in the complaint, students who enrolled in the school’s Doctorate in Business Administration program were required to enroll in and pay for substantially more credit hours than was originally advertised.

---
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Given these circumstances and the potential negative implications of this oversight on student borrowers, we request that the House Committee on Oversight and Reform immediately investigate the troubling questions raised by this breach, including:

- What data was sent to Meta over what period of time?
- How many applicants or potential applicants have had their PII shared?
- What steps has FSA taken to ensure similar breaches won’t occur in the future?
- How advertisers — specifically for-profit colleges — might use this information for advertising purposes.
- What steps has FSA taken to ensure that for-profit colleges will not abuse the data for discriminatory or predatory advertising purposes?
- Whether Meta has shared any of the potentially affected users’ data with any for-profit colleges for advertising purposes.
- Has the collection, release, and use of this information been used in a way that violates applicants’ civil rights?

Students applying for federal aid programs should not have to worry about data privacy when accessing government resources online, let alone potentially being exposed to deceptive marketing practices. Unfortunately, by allowing Meta to collect this data without adequate accountability measures in place, the Department of Education has potentially enabled a violation of students’ right to privacy.

If you have any questions, please contact Student Defense at info@defendstudents.org or Accountable Tech at jesse@accountabletech.org. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

/s/ Aaron Ament  
Co-founder & President, Student Defense

/s/ Jesse Lehrich  
Co-founder & Senior Advisor, Accountable Tech